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Mireille Kaptein
Managing Director of Kaptein

Mireille Kaptein (born 1972) is Managing Director of Kaptein, the internationally-operating producer of 
processed and powdered cheese, and packager of cheese and butter, headquartered in Heiloo, Noord-Holland, 
The Netherlands.
With Mireille Kaptein’s appointment as Managing Director in 2009, the third generation of Kapteins took charge 
of the family business.

Education and work
Before taking over from her father René Kaptein (now 77), Mireille ran the Kaptein Paris operation for a period 
of five years. She subsequently fulfilled several roles within the enterprise before taking the lead in 2009.
Since her appointment the company has grown substantially. Every year millions of kilos of butter and cheese 
flow off the Kaptein production line, to be processed into unique end products sold all over the world. 
Well known Kaptein brands include Echte Boter, Old Alkmaar en Alkmaars Roem.
Mireille Kaptein is married to husband Anne van Egmond, Kaptein’s Commercial Director. She is mother to 
two 19 and 16 year-old boys.
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Personal  profile

Committed, loyal, responsible, persistent, positive, honest, decisive, insightful and unafraid 
to take risks.

2009 - date Managing Director Kaptein Group

End responsibility for all general business concerning Kaptein.

Kaptein is a packaging company and producer of cheese, butter, processed cheese and powdered cheese. Over 
the years, Kaptein has become an important player in the world of cheese and butter. With a rich history, we have 
been packaging cheese and butter products since 1936. We have now grown into a nationally and internationally 
operating company that is constantly evolving.
Kaptein focusses on four core activities taking place over three separate locations.

• Kaptein Heiloo: storage and packaging of cheese and butter
• Kaptein Processed Cheese Factory Oosthuizen: production of processed cheese
• Kaptein BVBA Bilzen: production of powdered cheese

• MBA in Food & Innovation modules / Autumn session
 Block: Business Processes and Food Technology (Nyenrode)
• Inspiration and Inspiring Programme - Ellen Luten 
• Succession Academy - De Baak

Board Member  SBB (Business Association for Boekelermeer)
Member  Enterprising Heiloo 
Member  BusinessWomen N-H 
Member  Womensbizz

Experience

Education

Network


